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Jazz Convocation

PROGRAM

  Eben Arias, saxophone
  Joe Klein, piano
  Gyasi Greer, drums

Green Dolphin Street
  John Yamamoto, saxophone
  Aaron Reyes, bass
  Joseph Jared Sanchez, Guitar

Clifford Brown (1930–1956)
  Emilio Rivera, saxophone
  R.J. Reyes, bass
  Steve Olivares, guitar

Joy Spring
  Jason Corpuz, piano
  Gyasi Greer, drums

  Peter LaCascia, vocals
  Donald Mangan, trombone
  Carlos Holguin, bass
  Sean Carbone, guitar

All the Things You Are
  Jennifer Little, saxophone
  Nicole Hopgood, piano
  Austin Pooley, drums

Antônio Carlos Jobim (1927–1994)
  Hazen Mayo, trumpet
  Halsey Harkins, piano
  Austin Pooley, drums

How Insensitive
  Carlos Mata-Alvarez, saxophone
  Summer Kodama, bass
  Tiegan Sims, guitar

Jimmy Van Heusen, Johnny Burke (1913–1990) (1908–1964)
  Keaton Martin, saxophone
  Jason Corpuz, piano
  Jeremy Klewecki, drums

Here’s That Rainy Day
  Dylan Musso, trombone
  Lee Berry, bass
  Allen Muresan, guitar
Gigi Gryce (1925–1983)
Juanpablo Macias, trumpet
Halsey Harkins, piano
Jeremy Klewecki, drums

Jakob Yansen, saxophone
Joe Klein, piano
Jeremy Klewecki, drums

Minority
Angel Vasquez, trombone
Skylar Roach, bass
Michael Warholak, guitar

Someday My Prince Will Come
Kylie O'Rourke, trombone
Anthony Wesley, bass
Danielle Lacey, guitar

Wednesday, November 19, 2014 4:00 p.m.  Dr. Arturo Rando-Grillot Recital Hall
Lee and Thomas Beam Music Center
University of Nevada, Las Vegas